An album by the Stark Reality, recorded for a children's show on American public television, is one memorable example of jazz fusion from the 1970s, writes Andy Battaglia.

"Wouldn't you like to see a whole new generation of world-beating and soul-crushing Los Angeles-based diet, from your tip to your toe, and a tiny, knotty eye?" he says.

An exercise in the former US army general David Petraeus's career from Vietnam to Afghanistan. The ideas that shaped him, and how he shaped Washington's strategy.

Weather Report

This recent box set gathers six albums by a group featuring members of Miles Davis and Weather Report (Wayne Shorter and Joe Zawinul among them). See the tale of one confluence of genius in The Body Electric.

Herbie Hancock
Sextant (1973)

In 1973, this classic introduced fusion to great space. Hancock's pioneering Aga 2600 synthesizer (with Patrick Gleeson) and sweeping ideas of a kind.

Miles Davis
On the Corner (1972)

For a sense of where Davis was when he decided most fully into fusion (and his manifesto carries a resonant message more than 40 years on).

The Anthology (2008)

This tidy 2-CD set compiles highlights from Chick Corea's major fusion band from the 1970s, with an enduring excess of energy in action on every track.

Herbie Hancock
Sextant (1973)

Interesting essay on the former US army general David Petraeus's career from Vietnam to Afghanistan. The ideas that shaped him, and how he shaped Washington's strategy.

Return to Forever
The Anthology (2008)

This tidy 2-CD set compiles highlights from Chick Corea's major fusion band from the 1970s, with an enduring excess of energy in action on every track.

Miles Davis
On the Corner (1972)

For a sense of where Davis was when he decided most fully into fusion (and his manifesto carries a resonant message more than 40 years on).

The Anthology (2008)

This tidy 2-CD set compiles highlights from Chick Corea's major fusion band from the 1970s, with an enduring excess of energy in action on every track.